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ABSTRACT
The post-custodial paradigm allows archives to be re-positioned from institutional
custodians of archival records to stewards of records in their places of creation or use.
Through this dislocation from traditional practice, post-custodial praxis democratizes
the power dynamic of archives by decoupling the value of archival records from
dependence on the archival repository, and prioritizing the context of records creation
over records content. The post-custodial paradigm disaggregates archives praxis from
physical custody of records and (re)locates the work of the archivist to be neither only
the institutional repository nor the site of records creation, but rather a third space that
crosses borders between the two and can function in both but belongs wholly to neither.
This article discusses how locations of power and agency can be (re)positioned by postcustodial archives theory and praxis within a case study of the University of Texas
Libraries’ Human Rights Documentation Initiative.
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Social power is today more than ever mediated by power over things. The more intense
an individual’s concern with power over things, the more will things dominate him.
–

Max Horkheimer1

INTRODUCTION
Inspired by the 2007 conference “Human Rights Archives and Documentation:
Meeting the Needs of Research, Teaching, Advocacy, and Social Justice” held at
Columbia University and co-sponsored with the Center for Research Libraries, the
University of Texas Libraries established its Human Rights Documentation Initiative to
preserve and provide access to records of human rights conflicts both locally and
globally.2 The initiative’s grant funding organization urgently connected UT Libraries
(UTL) to a Rwandan non-profit working to document and educate the public about that
country’s 1994 genocide. UTL immediately found itself confronting very practical
acquisition and access conditions atypical for an academic manuscript repository. Not
only did it face pragmatic challenges of documentation created in a developing country
half way around the world, but also an extraordinary imperative for active ethical
decision-making with an engaged activist organization and a community still coming to
terms with the living legacy of its horrific history.
In this article, I will examine the functional and ethical challenges that UTL faced
when it undertook its international human rights documentation program, and the postcustodial model that was adopted to address those challenges. Next, I will look beyond
the specific, pragmatic rationale that led UTL to post-custodialism for its human rights
documentation initiative to scrutinize the post-custodial model through the lens of
Critical Theory. I will consider how post-custodial praxis (re)balances power, and
(re)defines and (re)locates the archival enterprise by further engaging and representing
communities of records creators and users to diversify and democratize the historical
record. Practical necessity, though informed by theory, originally drove UTL’s work. A
deeper understanding and refinement of the project through theoretical
(re)examination came later.3
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IN PRACTICE: THE HUMAN RIGHTS DOCUMENTATION INITIATIVE
UTL’s Human Rights Documentation Initiative (HRDI) launched in 2008 with a
collaborative partnership with the Kigali Genocide Memorial Center in Rwanda.
Subsequent projects followed in Southeast Asia documenting the conflicts in Burma
(Myanmar), in Central America with collections of documents from the civil wars in El
Salvador and Guatemala, and with oral history testimonies and documentation on the
local impact of the death penalty in Texas. As originally conceived, HRDI was to be a
traditional custodial archives project. UTL aimed to identify important collections of
human rights documentation relevant to the teaching, learning, scholarship, and
activism happening on campuses in the U.S., and bring that documentation to UT where
it would be preserved, cataloged, digitized, and made accessible. The HRDI mission was
primarily scholarly, but also humanitarian in a broad sense; by preserving the
documentation of human rights conflicts and making it available to current and future
generations of scholars, UTL would engage students and researchers locally and
globally, and enable activists to use documentation in pursuit of education, scholarship,
memory, and justice.
Quickly within the first year of operation, UTL recognized that the traditional
custodial assumption of the project would significantly limit the availability of
documentary resources. Holders of records most relevant for current research, or
potential partner organizations created documentation not to file away in an archive,
but to actively support their own ongoing programs. Organizations and individuals
recognized that documentation had historical and research value, but it also
represented immediate operational, symbolic, evidential, legal, political, memorial, and
other values that would be lost or diminished if the original records were transferred
away from their organization—or worse, out of the country. The records creators or
local repositories that were to become UTL’s partner organizations acknowledged the
benefits of working with UTL, which had technical knowledge and infrastructure and
funding resources that they lacked locally. But at the same time, the records remained
central to the partners’ identities, relevance, and effectiveness as human rights
organizations, and to their relationships of trust and engagement within their
community. They were unwilling to give that up, and UTL archivists did not want to
insist. Additionally, partners were sometimes ambivalent to the relevance of UTL’s
mission and goals, or even mistrustful of an organization that represented a country or

power” means to balance and rebalance, to change not only the balance of power, how power
is balanced, but also the process through which power is balanced.
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power structure that had either been implicated in the causes of their human rights
conflict, or failed to intervene to stop it. These partners’ dilemmas echoed what Andrew
Flinn et al. had found in research on independent community archives in Britain where
communities were alert to the value of partnerships with mainstream archival
organizations, but desired to “retain their autonomy and independence in any
relationship and participate in partnerships and project work very much on their own
terms.”4
For the very practical necessity of finding a documentation and partnership
model that was equitable and sustainable, UTL had to (re)evaluate its assumptions and
project plan. UTL archivists searched for an alternative model that would enable it to
attain HRDI’s goals to support teaching, learning, research, and activism while at least
not interfering with—and preferably strengthening—the various missions and goals of
partner organizations. The post-custodial archives paradigm as expressed by F. Gerald
Ham provided just such a model. Ham wrote,
During the custodial era, the mass of records we contended with was relatively
small; the technology of records creation, storage, and retrieval was fairly
simple; and we assumed a passive role in shaping the documentary record.
Concern with the uniqueness of the material in our care, and the normal
expectations of our custodial role, tended to make us uncommonly
introspective, preoccupied with our own gardens, and too little aware of the
larger historical and social landscape that surrounded us. Our introspective
proclivity has isolated us from one another and fragmented our work, obscuring
the advantages of cooperation and shared ideas. Our custodial ethos also has
made us excessively proprietary toward our holdings, and, though technology
for resource sharing has long been available, this attitude has hindered our
enjoyment of its benefits.5
As early in the project as UTL’s inaugural visit to Rwanda to establish the as-yet
unformalized relationship, the Rwandans made clear the heavy significance of their
documentation for the local community. They also expressed wariness toward the
Western academy that had a history and reputation for exploiting such projects for its
own research ends with no benefit to those in the local community doing the
documentation or to those who are documented. Ethical practice was the primary
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concern for all involved. In an archives profession long driven by refinements of
standards and practices, the specific circumstances of HRDI’s partnerships that dealt
directly and profoundly with victims and survivors of human rights violations, and actors
and activists in human rights conflicts, called UTL leadership to critically examine their
professional assumptions in the sharp light of unequal local and global power structures.
With its documentation project, UTL became engaged in a human rights arena that was
acutely political, cultural, developmental, and economic, and that required a vigorous
focus on ethical action. Critical theorists Max Horkheimer, Theodor Adorno, and others
in the Frankfurt School stressed the “necessity of active, self-conscious intervention”
and recognized that positivist social science methodologies are insufficient justifications
for action in circumstances such as UTL’s engagement in Rwanda—that “ethics should
be employed when making decisions.”6 Such critical (re)consideration “moves beyond
explanation to a moral and ethical critique of the design, development, implementation
and impacts” of archival practice.7 By directly confronting a series of ethical issues
presented by its human rights documentation projects, UTL was challenged to reflect on
its professional assumptions and common practice on an additional conceptual level, to
reevaluate theory and praxis of the academic manuscript repository. At its core, the goal
of the academic repository is to support teaching, learning, and original research. The
rare, unique, and primary resources of the repository and its work in appraisal,
preservation, arrangement, and description provide the foundation for critical and
creative study that promotes the creation of new knowledge and understanding of
society, culture, and history. Environments of records creation and use are constantly
evolving, and repositories must react actively and directly, as well as structurally to
remain relevant and engaged with creators and users of archives.
UTL’s human rights projects varied greatly according to each partner’s goals and
resources for records creation, preservation, description, access, and use. Digitization
or management of born digital records—Ham’s “technology for resource sharing,”
useful for both access and preservation—was a desired strategy central to all
partnerships. In some cases, the partner either was an archival repository or desired to
become an archival repository, and UTL consulted, trained, and provided supplies and
equipment to steward the records locally. With records preserved and described, UTL
was able to get negotiated, non-exclusive access in support of its goals for teaching,
learning, and research support.
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In other cases, the partner did not want to take on an archival role itself. The
partner recognized that the unique records it had created could, with proper treatment,
be put to better use for the organization’s human rights agenda, and be safeguarded
from catastrophic loss due to difficult environmental or more importantly insecure
political conditions. In those cases, UTL digitized documentation for preservation and
designed improved access mechanisms for the partner organization, which maintained
complete control over their documentation. UTL either provided or helped arrange
digital back-up to secure the records, but did not insist on its own access or use. Joint
stewardship and continuing dialogue between UTL and partners helped toward the
immediate goals of the human rights organization; the long-term preservation of
documents for evidence, memory, and historical clarity; and when appropriate—on no
set timeline—eventual access by UTL and others for research and scholarship, access
that otherwise may never have been possible. Custody of records at UTL was never a
condition of collaboration.

Ethics in Action
UTL recognized that a documentation initiative like its human rights project
would be charged with acute cultural, emotional, and political significance that called
for deep understanding and evaluation of the ethics involved. As a result, UTL archivists
resolved to look beyond the archival literature for insight into the ethics of working with
communities and individuals that have suffered cultural, emotional, physical and
political trauma, loss of agency, and dislocation from human rights violations.8 One
important resource in this critical examination was the volume Ethics in Action: The
Ethical Challenges of International Human Rights Nongovernmental Organizations,
edited by Daniel Bell and Jean-Marc Coicaud.9 Beginning in 2002, the United Nations
University (UNU) and the City University of Hong Kong sponsored an extended dialogue
on human rights between high-level representatives of international human rights nongovernmental organizations and prominent scholars and researchers from different
backgrounds and disciplines engaging in the area of human rights. The dialogue,
published in Ethics in Action, was conceived, “to see what kinds of questions and
problems emerge when one thinks of human rights from the perspective of people or
organizations that have to make choices about how best to promote rights in concrete
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contexts rather than simply from the perspective of abstract theory or even general
policy recommendations.”10 These discussions of real-world human rights practitioners
reflected the awareness shared by UTL that their decisions would have repercussions
not only for their own limited academic activities and for local partner organizations,
but more broadly for the communities with whom they were working. Participants,
practitioners, and theorists in the UNU series of meetings identified a number of ethical
challenges that Bell categorized under headings of “Unequal Power,” “Dealing with
Governments, “and “Dealing with Global Poverty.”11 The ethical dilemmas themselves
didn’t always fall neatly into any single one of these categories, but were often crosscutting. These challenges included: competition for resources with Global North and
Global South12 organizations vying for limited funding; the concept of “pornography of
poverty” that can arise within this quest for funding and recognition; “conflicting
desiderata” of Global North organizations with funds driving an agenda sometimes in
conflict with expressed interests and cultural norms of local Global South populations;
the dilemma of working with “less-than-democratic” governments; limitations imposed
by the language of human rights; the prioritization of civil and political rights over
economic, social, and cultural rights; and the cost effectiveness of outcomes.
The result of the UNU dialogue, in keeping with the tradition of Critical Theory,
was not a set of normative guidelines—indeed, the participating human rights
organizations often resolved these dilemmas with very different, even diametrically
opposed approaches—but rather a hope that by actively recognizing and engaging these
ethical challenges, the Global North organizations would be able to make better
informed program decisions. This call echoes that made in a different venue by Randall
Jimerson when he charged archivists to consider “professional values within an ethical
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context that accepts the inevitably political implications of archival endeavors,” 13
through a process of continual reflection, examination, and questioning of the actions of
archivists and archival repositories. The UNU symposium’s list of ethical challenges,
while including some that were familiar from an archival perspective, presented more
that were not the typical documentation-focused challenges most frequently addressed
within the archives community. These important differences—not only in vocabulary
and access for documents, but in power and context of records creators, repositories,
and users—called on UTL project leadership to think critically and creatively about its
assumptions, relationships, and processes for the documentation project.
The ethical challenge of unequal power structures is fundamental to critical
evaluation of a human rights archives project because human rights conflicts and human
rights organizations themselves often arise from and are undertaken on the basis of
disparate power dynamics. Historically, the 1994 Genocide against the Tutsi in Rwanda,
for example, had strong roots in early 20th century European colonial policies that
formalized and manipulated historical categories of class and ethnicity. In the decades
of physical, social, and economic violence leading up to the Genocide, and during the
100 days when hundreds of thousands of Tutsis were murdered, power structures both
inside Rwanda and internationally either enabled or failed to put an end to the
atrocities.
UTL, as a Global North organization, recognized that it held significant
socioeconomic advantages on Global South counterparts as the result of availability of
resources, including funds, formal educational opportunities, technical infrastructure,
and perceived standing with funders, governments, and other authorities. Such
inequality of power must be a conscious consideration in all negotiations between
collaborative partners regarding acquisition of collection materials, applications for
grant funding, or approaches to donors for material support, so that the advantaged
Global North institution does not further abuse or reduce the agency of disadvantaged
Global South colleagues. All partners should instead acknowledge and promote agency
in each other. In a documentation project, the documentation itself is a significant
center of power in the relationship between the two parties. The process of removing
documents from the custody or control of one organization to place into that of another
represents a meaningful material and symbolic transfer of power that must be
acknowledged and evaluated for impact and benefit. As the advantaged institution, UTL
needed to explicitly recognize any unequal power balance between itself and its human
rights partners so that awareness could inform how and what decisions would be made
within partnerships. The post-custodial paradigm that UTL worked within was a
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deliberate attempt to (re)balance the power equation—or at least to avoid further
unbalancing it to begin with.
One way that disparate power can be abused is expressed in the concept of
“pornography of poverty.” In the quest for support or validation in the Global North it
may happen that the plight of the human rights victim can be spotlighted or
sensationalized, very often without the informed consent of, or benefit to the
spotlighted individual or group. This is the dilemma illustrated on the front cover image
of the Ethics in Action book that pictures Western journalists swarming to capture the
most moving photograph of starving African children. In that case, the photojournalists
will earn a paycheck and perhaps renown or recognition among colleagues for the
quality and significance of their work, while the often-nameless individual in the
photograph may remain in the same condition of desperation, photograph or no
photograph. Archivists and scholars risk the same abusive activity if documentation
projects and research studies benefit their professional careers or institutions and
scholars using their collections with no direct benefit to the individuals, organizations, or
communities documented.14 Is it enough to raise awareness of the personal plight of
individuals or political conditions of human rights conflicts when the archivist is getting
direct benefit but the individual or group documented is not? Critical ethical practice
called for UTL to understand the context of the documentation and to empathize with
the documented individuals and communities, to explore strategies through equal
power partnerships to increase agency in what might otherwise become an exploitative
circumstance.
UTL struggled particularly with representation and use of images of human
rights victims and survivors in the library’s own material. Photographs of victims are
powerful images, and UTL has used them on its HRDI web page—with permission from
partner organizations, but without direct discussion with those victims’ surviving family
members, if any such still live. Graphic testimonies of crimes and suffering speak to the
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deep significance of oral histories collected by partners in their communities. UTL
archivists have used them to demonstrate the research value of records made available
through the project. But though the images and testimonies may be openly available
online, UTL still wrestled with the ethics of such use. And ultimately UTL behaviors
changed to use such material less frequently, though not to stop completely.
One strategy that UTL employed in collaboration with project partners to
address challenges of agency, differential access to resources, and the most direct
application of benefit was very deliberate transactional use of project funding. Rather
than assume transfer of documentation to UTL—either through donation or purchase—
as required under the custodial paradigm, UTL instead helped to arrange and purchased
negotiated access to documentation that remained in the custody or control of the
partner organization. Project funds were put toward the arrangement, description,
preservation, and digitization of documentation, just as they would have been if the
archival materials were at UTL. But the investments were made not in Texas, but locally
with the partner organizations. In this way, the partner organizations and in some cases
communities were able to build infrastructure and skills in digitization, metadata,
software development, and preservation appropriate to the context of their
organizational goals and uses of the documentation. And in two cases at least, the
human rights organization developed significant local expertise that served them well
beyond their partnership with UTL. Additionally, rather than acquire the original records
themselves—as called for under the custodial paradigm—UTL sometimes purchased
digitized copies of documentation or gained non-exclusive access to documentation as
they and partners made it available online. Though somewhat unusual for a custodial
archival repository, this system was very familiar and comfortable for UTL as an
academic library that annually spent hundreds of thousands of dollars for access to
databases. Partner organizations, with funds earned in this manner, could and did hire
and train, or otherwise provide direct humanitarian aid to individuals documented in
the records, so at least some saw benefit from participation in the project.
A third dilemma is “conflicting desiderata” of Northern organizations with
disparate power driving an agenda that may be in conflict with expressed interests and
cultural norms of local communities that created or are documented in an archival
collection. When an international organization works in partnership or competition with
a local organization, group, or even individual, who sets the agenda? The Global North
institution may assume that its “enlightened,” liberal, positivist values, practices, and
technical standards apply equally for other populations. And the disempowered Global
South partner, accustomed to the dominating ideology of the Global North, may defer
to that assumption. American and European-derived archival standards, practices, and
assumptions may be prescriptive and inflexible when confronting cultural circumstances
and purposes different from those they were originally intended for. The rationales of
the Global North and implications for the Global South of appraisal, acquisition,
arrangement and description of archives to Western standards, or providing access with
10

Western freedoms in mind, need to be explicitly considered, or they may be implicitly
adopted as a result of unequal power structures. Bonny Ibhawoh observed in Ethics in
Action that international nongovernmental organizations “have been unable or
unwilling to go beyond their Western liberal roots to draw on eclectic Third World
perspectives in formulating their agendas and methodologies.”15 Again, critical ethical
practice called for UTL to reconsider its own desiderata so they weren’t assumed to be
shared, and to collaboratively create North-South partnerships in which the desiderata
of all partners were freely developed, expressed, and valued in order to manage
conflicts.
The participatory aspect of the UTL’s post-custodial model meant that multiple
desiderata were expressed by all collaborators. And the control maintained by partners
through custody of their records meant that their desiderata could be prioritized in any
cases where conflicts occurred. For example, UTL may have desired that project funds
be used to translate and transcribe oral history testimonies to make them more
accessible for international scholars. But local communities may prefer funds be used to
engage more community members to create new testimonies in the local language
accessible for them. A community with a strong oral tradition may see less value in
written transcripts, and prioritize additional recording over translating and transcribing
testimonies to make them more open to Global North researchers, who are more likely
to have other resources readily available for those purposes. By prioritizing the partner
community desiderata, testimonies could be created and presented in the best way to
achieve the educational, justice, and reconciliation goals of the local community. And
arguably, by facilitating more creation of records directed by the local community,
scholars will have a better—if somewhat more challenging to access—universe of
records for their own understanding.
The possibility of conflicting desiderata for the open accessibility of records was
something for which UTL was prepared. The library expected that local partners would
have serious concerns for privacy, security, and cultural integrity, which they shared.
Ultimately, the accessibility of documentation was wholly determined by project
partners, and ran from completely dark and inaccessible to, in one instance, wide open
even beyond UTL’s level of comfort.
Ethical challenges of South-North partnerships include not only how such
collaborations occur, but also with whom and when. In the human rights or
humanitarian realms this can mean a dilemma of whether or not to work with “less than
democratic” governments or organizations that do not represent liberal Western
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ideologies. Nations are not often engaged in ongoing human rights conflicts--or do not
immediately come out the other side of human rights crises—with open, liberal
democratic governments. Yet these governments that may themselves be implicated in
human rights violations are often the organ that defines and enforces human rights
locally. And such governments may also be very significant documentation repositories.
A documentation project that works only with a post-conflict focus on preserving the
records of repressive regimes after they have left power, or on documenting the stories
of victims, while valuable, may fail to preserve and gain timely access to important
primary sources, or to understand or represent the full context of the events
documented. UTL needed to consider the political implications of its partnerships and
the value of those partnerships to goals of historical clarity16, completeness, and
complexity of the documentary record, and the legal, administrative, and evidential
demands that their collaborative programs could support.
Again, the power dynamics of the post-custodial model meant that local partner
organizations were more engaged and directive in decision-making regarding whether
or not to work with less than democratic government organizations. Generally, when it
was considered at all, the result was the project, led by local partners, did engage such
governments, even at times when UTL was resistant. UTL very much hesitated to be
seen to give any sort of legitimacy—or indeed, power—to such governments by working
on their terms to manage documentation and gain only limited, negotiated access. NGO
partners, on the other hand, saw the unique value and significance of records held by
the government. If the government opened the door even a crack, as one partner
expressed it, they needed to put their foot in it. Their partnership with the University of
Texas might be strategically leveraged to open that door just a little bit. For its part, UTL
had to be very careful and considered in its action, but saw equal to project partners
how such work might have very important results.
Finally, questions of ontology or how the concept of human rights is
fundamentally understood and described may raise ethical challenges because of
limitations imposed by the language of differing human rights agendas. The Global
North may prioritize civil and political rights over the economic, social, and cultural
rights that may be prioritized by the Global South population. A Global North archival
institution may define human rights in terms of “genocide, mass incarceration, and
other crimes against humanity”17 while the focus of the Global South partner may be on
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less sensational rights of food, shelter, education, or expression. A documentation
project that defines and describes itself using only Global North concepts will be less
relevant and less reflective of the reality and context of human rights conflict than one
that substantially integrates the Global South ontology. Antonio González Quintana
recognized this in a report on archival policies and human rights for the International
Council on Archives that described four types of archives as fundamental to
documentation of human rights conflicts: those of repressive regimes, civil society,
institutions created after the fall of regimes, and general public archives.18 Only one of
those types of archives is expressly post-conflict, and none of them is necessarily or
specifically a human rights organization in the Global North definition. UTL needed to be
responsive to a broader definition of human rights than was common in the Global
North canon to represent not only Western civil and political research expectations but
also the economic, social, and cultural context relevant to the Global South
communities. The close, participatory nature of UTL’s Human Rights Documentation
Initiative, particularly in appraisal based on provenance, caused it to be receptive to
different ontologies and different aspects of human rights and documentation that
greatly benefited the library. New types of records, and new ways to consider records,
as created and identified by project partners and expressed in locally-generated
vocabularies, significantly improved archivists’ understanding of the documentation,
and opened new avenues for research. Language was consequential. In one memorable
example, partner organization staff fluent in both the local language and English
debated how to translate numerous index terms into English. The vocabulary that
results from such discussions, only possible for UTL because the project was
participatory in design, was more relevant, appropriate, and creative than either partner
would have been able to do on its own.
Like the authors of Ethics in Action, UTL acknowledged its efforts to meet the
ethical dilemmas of its Human Rights Documentation Initiative were imperfect and
inadequate to overwhelming challenges. But in dialogue with project partners, through
critical (re)conceptualization of traditional, custodial archival practice and
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(re)consideration of records in their context of creation and use, UTL improved its
attempt at ethical action, and arguably the quality of the resulting archival initiative.

Post-custodial Praxis
By disaggregating archives from custody of records, the post-custodial paradigm
liberated archives praxis from a life-cycle focus on the archives as depository, and
opened it to the more extensive contexts of the records continuum. Post-custodialism
has been written about elsewhere,19 though examination of practice is less common
than theory, and has been most often considered within the framework of government
archives rather than a manuscript repository setting. Manuscript repositories, including
academic collections like UTL’s, arguably may be even more strongly tied to custody
than archives repositories, because the manuscript repository’s identity is highly
dependent on the uniqueness of its holdings acquired from outside the institution
rather than transferred from within. While a post-custodial implementation in a
government archives setting might mean that the archives department does not take
physical control of records maintained elsewhere in the same institution, in a
manuscript repository such implementation might mean not only post-custodial but a
non-custodial arrangement where physical records are in the custody—under
ownership and control—of an institution completely separate from the manuscript
repository. 20 In such an arrangement the manuscript repository has only limited,
negotiated rights of access and use of the archival records.
Such a system significantly relocates and reorients concepts of power and value
for archives. In the case of UTL’s HRDI, it enabled that power and value to be
(re)negotiated to address ethical dilemmas. The post-custodial—and many times noncustodial—implementation meant that documentation didn’t change custody or
ownership, so power embodied in the documentation remained with its creator. Control
of the documentation meant that the partner organizations were able to direct
representation of the archives to localize benefits and avoid or limit the “pornography
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of poverty”; to prioritize local desiderata in events where they conflicted with UTL’s; to
leverage power in nominating documentary holdings and negotiating local political
relationships; to define ontology based on local social, cultural, and political modes of
knowledge and understanding that were most relevant to and reflective of communities
directly implicated in the documentation; and to arbitrate work plans and budgets in
favor of local priorities.
For UTL’s part, the archive gained access and influence—albeit negotiated
access and influence—to documentary records that would otherwise have remained
inaccessible, and was able to garner those records in support of its goals of teaching,
learning, research, and activism. In trade for physical custody, UTL gained
unprecedented levels of context for the archives in the form of working relationships
with documenters and documented. UTL actively engaged with those communities to
broaden all parties’ understanding of the processes of records creation and use all along
the records continuum. Arrangement and description of the documentation, done
collaboratively by both Western-trained UTL archivists and local staff trained either
formally, informally, or not at all, benefitted from intense and varied knowledge of
content and use. This enriched understanding of the meanings and purposes of the
records, and further influenced both use of existing documentation and creation of new
documentation. By engaging with the documenters and the documented—with records
in context—UTL was better able to build conscientious awareness of the records it was
gaining access to and influence on within the larger universe of human rights conflict
and documentation. Arrangement, description, and preservation of documentation
done locally and informed by UTL professional experience made records discoverable,
and rigorous digitization projects made much documentation widely available for use.
And arguably, the respect and humility evidenced by UTL’s work plan opened doors to
documentation that would have otherwise remained securely sealed away from it. The
disaggregation of archives and custody (re)focused UTL’s work away from documents
and onto the larger surrounding historical and social landscape in which human rights
documentation is created and used. And importantly, post-custodial praxis provided a
framework within which UTL could attempt to address its critical ethical dilemmas.

IN THEORY:
CRITICAL ANALYSIS, POST-CUSTODIALISM, PROVENANCE, AND OWNERSHIP
Critical Theory aims to reveal the historical foundations of the dominant
paradigm and serve as a brake on the rationality that historically undergirded the
Enlightenment and the Industrial Revolution as expressed through empiricism and
positivism. In that spirit, the post-custodial, participatory model described above was
implemented by UTL as a practical way to address empirical and positivist conditions of
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unequal power, institutional mistrust, access and preservation. The post-custodial
paradigm is supported on a more epistemological level when traditional custodial
praxis—at least in Western archival tradition—is (re)considered through the lens of
Critical Theory, which adds yet a deeper understanding to the role of custody and
ownership in unequal power relationships involving archival documentation. Critical
Theory especially challenges the liberal ideal of the archive that informs work in the
areas of social justice and documenting marginalized or excluded communities.
Power in archives is a topic that has been well-considered in the archival
literature,21 but an examination of custody and archives power relationships that applies
Critical Theory can refine our understanding of how that power is derived and
manifested by challenging what archivists “know” to be true about their professional
organizations and practices. Horkheimer and others in the Frankfurt School aimed
especially to confront the dominant discourse of the status quo power structure not
only to “understand the various facts in their historical development…but also to see
through the notion of fact itself, in its development and therefore in its relativity.”22
The Frankfurt School was critical of positivist approaches to the social sciences,
especially positivism’s ethical association with the idea of “the greatest good,” and that
social sciences could develop generalizable, rigid, rational laws the same way that
natural sciences do. The critical theorists held that such a positivist view resulted in a
hypostatization that gives “ontological status to a specific historical relation between
the particular and general, the individual and society,” “fetishization of aspects of the
social process” that froze the status quo, and “decontextualization of the particular”
resulting in loss of context and significant limitations on creative alternatives. Canadian
archivist Terry Cook in his influential article “What is Past is Prologue” recognized the
need to combat a tendency toward static positivist concepts of archival development in
favor of “constantly evolving, ever mutating” thinking that adapts to changes in records,
institutions, systems, and uses.23 Archivists, Cook continued elsewhere, “are very much
a part of the legacy of scientific rationalism” 24 in their work processes and selfconception.
The contemporary liberal Western conception of the archive should be
provoked to welcome and sustain such a critical approach. Critical Theory’s aims are
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epistemological, to “challenge dominant discourses” 25 and are often applied
subjectively—a practice both familiar and comfortable for archives professionals who
understand primary sources as subjective but valid perspectives on history. Michael
Saren and Douglas Brownlie described critical perspectives as “modes of theorizing and
research practices which regard knowledge and its related technologies as socially
constructed and enacted; which take those practices to be historically and culturally
contingent; and which are understood to shape and be shaped by vested interests and
power.”26 Understanding through a Critical Theory lens the challenges that UTL’s HRDI
faced reveals a dominant discourse in Western archives and epistemological, structural,
and ontological conditions demonstrating that archives can be agents of the status quo
power structure and instruments of hegemony, and that power is often wielded and
control maintained through principles and standards that reinforce and reify that
existing power structure.
Archival principles such as provenance, order, custody, value, authenticity, and
standardized systems of arrangement and description may fail to serve the interests of
disadvantaged individuals and communities. When not critically tested, such principles
have the potential to become agents of hegemony when they are doggedly, even
unwittingly enforced by representatives of the dominant power.
Critical discourse has been developed in library literature with ontological or
structural examinations of the industry often focused on the value and appropriate use
of information technology. Archie Dick followed Michel Foucault’s power and
knowledge analysis in a call to recognize historically derived dominant discourse to
“improve the critical consciousness of librarians as intermediaries” between information
resources and the interests of power and privilege of the dominant discourse inscribed
in Library and Information Studies theory. He called for “Transformers” to “highlight the
deep assumptions of many professional tasks to reveal the scope and nature of bias
embedded in selection policies and tools of access such as indexes and catalogs.”27 Such
Transformers would recognize traditional classification schemes and indexes as agents
that reproduce existing modes of scholarship and thought to a point where “innovative
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scholarship is nearly impossible.”28 Dick’s work reflected Horkheimer and Adorno’s
critical discussion of the culture industry that “reproduces, reinforces and strengthens
dominant interpretations of reality; it schematizes, classifies, and catalogues for its
customers and often represents a spurious reconciliation between society and the
individual, identifying the latter with the former.” 29 UTL’s post-custodial model
attempted to address such bias in selection policies and access tools by (re)locating at
least some of that work outside the archive itself, and promoting alternative
participatory appraisal and descriptive practices based on local community knowledge
and understanding. The collaborative, participatory nature of the model means that
such traditional practices based on Western historical development and positivist
methodologies are still applied, but are at least diversified, challenged, and negotiated
by alternative, local, community approaches.
Similarly, post-custodial praxis can also address indexing and cataloging systems
that Joseph Tennis considered as possible tools of “objective violence” 30 when
implemented without complete understanding of the consequences. Tennis called for
taking “right action” to see that such systems engender benefit to the individuals,
organizations, or communities that created the documentation or are documented.
When produced at least in part, if not predominantly on the local level by individuals
and organizations representing the communities documented rather than solely by
institutional representatives trained, structured, and focused on standardization within
the dominant paradigm, controlled vocabularies, indexes, and catalogs can (re)define
ontologies and (re)position the documented from objects to agents. So, for example,
oral histories of genocide survivors and perpetrators may be prioritized over print
documentation for collection and description in a society with a strong oral tradition,
and locally derived indices and descriptions may be devised to support peace-building
activities rather than simply reflecting and reifying categories of conflict and violence.
Michael Winter asserted that the positivist approach of structural rationalization
and specialization of information professionals like archivists and librarians has led to an
“intensification” of industry standards and best practices required as minimal
professional expectations. More specialized knowledge and infrastructure resources—
stringent controls for temperature and relative humidity, specialized (and expensive)
storage containers and equipment, technically specialized digital platforms for
cataloging and preservation, resource-intensive policies for digitization, severe security
measures for access and use, etc.—are unavailable to many archives creators and
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scholars, perhaps especially in the Global South. The result is increased separation of
archives and libraries from creators and users. This rationalization and alienation has
critical implications to the understanding of value and the benefits of use that both
creators and users—who are sometimes the same entity—have for the archive. The
custodial paradigm that allows—even encourages—archivists to be “preoccupied with
our own gardens” may exile both records creators and users from archival spaces. A
post-custodial approach that provides increased opportunities for the archive to engage
with creators and, to some degree, users can temper that intensification.
Archival literature has increasingly adopted a Critical Theory framework and
recognized the presence of power inequities, privilege, and bias in the structures,
principles, and standards of the field. Appeals in archival literature to democratize
archives and empower historically marginalized communities have frequently targeted
the traditional conceptions of ownership of records, provenance, and at times the
custodial ethos.31

Archives as Agents of the Status Quo
In a brief but illuminating historical review of the centrality of custody to
archives theory and development in the West, Jeannette Bastian illustrated how that
history yielded a system of ownership and control that has favored the status quo of
entrenched political and social power.32 As traced by Bastian and Terry Cook33, the
principles and practices of archives that are the foundation for today’s dominant
archival paradigm were devised by European and American governments that
intensified particularly in the late 19th and into the 20th century. The 1898 Dutch Manual
for the Arrangement and Description of Archives elucidated the concepts of provenance
and original order—concepts that have particular meaning in the custodial paradigm
relevant when control changes hands. U.S. National Archives’ T.R. Schellenberg parsed
the principle of archives’ custodial obligation to include possession or physical custody,
and legal responsibility or legal custody. Illinois State Archivist Margaret Cross Norton
further developed the custodial obligations of archives to look beyond the government
institution to include accountability to the public. The concept of custody was thus
refined and revised until, in response to technological changes in records creation,
access, and use, Wisconsin State Archivist and educator F. Gerald Ham challenged
Schellenberg’s requirement of physical custody in his 1980 Society of American
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Archivists presidential address “Archival Strategies for the Post-Custodial Era,” quoted
earlier.
Bastian’s (and Cook’s) brief history showed, among other things, that as with
other archival principles, the historical evolution of the principle of custody in the West
has been demonstrably and profoundly directed by the role of archives in government.
This association between the development of archives principles and governments
testifies to archives’ role as agents of the status quo. Archives are not only informed by
governments, they are also frequently organs of government; national archives, state
archives, state and local historical societies, public libraries, and public universities
represent a large proportion of the most influential archival institutions. As such they
are a representative part of a major structural component of the dominant discourse.
Other significant archival institutions such as corporate archives, private universities,
and museums also represent vested interests of the status quo power structure such as
business and academia. Additionally, archival praxis is driven by both parent
organizations and by funders, and whether government or private, funding agencies
equally represent that same power structure: government and the market. Flinn et al.
pointed out that when independent community archives approach public funders for
support, “there is almost certainly a trade-off in terms of a loss of autonomy and
independence.”34 This, and the mistrust that marginalized or victimized communities
express toward the mainstream institutions that most archives represent, indicates that
archival institutions are often de facto institutions of the dominant Western (and Global
North) liberal ideology. They are “the protagonists of the present distribution of power
and property, harnessing the endogenous forces which centralize ownership and
control, employ economic, political, and cultural means to defend the status quo.”35
UTL’s Human Rights Documentation Initiative was thus thoroughly and identifiably—if
unwittingly—grounded in dominant, liberal Western ideology as a state institution
funded by the private foundation of an investment firm.
The progressive Western archives industry has acknowledged that the historical
deficiencies of practice explicitly or implicitly arising from such systematic structural
faults have resulted in underrepresentation of minority populations and marginalized
communities. 36 The archives industry’s democratic philosophies of service and
representation recognize the democratizing and emancipatory power of archives.
Archival institutions may try to address their institutional shortcomings through efforts
to increase representation in collections and in the industry. This liberalizing impulse to
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include marginalized, subaltern, or counter-cultures can be seen to reflect a belief that
“legitimization of that culture is a process of reification by institutions”37 such as
archives. Jimerson has noted that “archives provide a forum to recognize and legitimize
the role of disenfranchised groups in society.”38 That “recognition,” however, may
support reification of the power structure more than empowerment of the
disenfranchised. And represented in collections or not, marginalized voices—be they
indigenous populations, racial or ethnic minorities, the economically disadvantaged,
non-dominant language speakers, the alternatively-educated, or others—may be
systematically, structurally excluded from, or at least face significant obstacles to access
to public institutions and professional education. Additionally, professional
requirements for education and certification that legitimize practice can affirm the
dominant discourse and may be a mechanism of exclusion implemented by institutional
employers and funding organizations. Archives can be seen as agents of hegemony,
using their positions of privilege to instill values and enforce policies on the less
powerful. Critical Theory aims to shine a light on hegemonic practice. As Bastian noted,
“Control of the records meant control of the subjects of the records.”39 This may be
obvious for colonial records, but is no less true of others. Critical Theory proposes that
as agents firmly embedded in and imbued by the dominant discourse, archivists and
archival repositories can be neither neutral nor objective, so they should be critical.
Archives are domains of power; archivists and archival repositories, recognizing
themselves and their institutions as agents of status quo power structures, should not
be. Archives and archivists should empower rather than wield power. Jimerson warned
archivists to be “alert for subtle shadings of bias and privilege,”40 but that alertness,
while important, may also be insufficient. In circumstances where such bias and
privilege may be harmful, critical praxis that can include the post-custodial paradigm,
records in context provenance, and extended ownership rights may address that bias
and privilege.

(Re)Defining Provenance and Ownership
Since the 1990s, a number of Western archival theorists and practitioners have
begun to challenge the dominant archival paradigm. These archivists have proposed
participatory archives models that reflect an overtly critical approach to archival theory
and praxis in order to address “nationalism, surveillance, and the omission, diminution
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or silencing of alternate narratives” in records repositories.41 Many such efforts have
been led by Australian and Canadian archivists concerned with the marginalization or
exclusion of indigenous or First Nation populations from their own record and
representation in national repositories.42 Such archivists have begun to recognize that
“radical transformation is required to allow for multiple rights in records to be
respected, acknowledged, represented and managed.”43 Participatory archives praxis as
described by Shilton and Srinivasan brings the local community into discussion of
appraisal, arrangement, and description with the goal to “respect the knowledge
systems embedded within community contexts.”44 The alternative (to the Western
archival standards) knowledge systems that result may (re)define provenance and
ownership, and (re)introduce significant complexity into standard concepts. Provenance
may take ambiguous or “parallel” 45 forms reflecting formation or function. And
ownership rights may reside not with the entity that authored a record, but rather with
the entity represented in it.
The participatory archives model aims to address critical deficiencies in archives
by opening doors to marginalized populations to create an archival “third way”46 where
provenance and ownership are contested and negotiated. The post-custodial model
may move praxis further than a third way, into a third space where custody is no longer
a requirement or a contention, and ownership can be leveraged by the creator and
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subject community. In the post-custodial model, it may be the archival institution that is
the “participant” in a (re)allocation of power very at odds with traditional praxis.
In the post-custodial paradigm, calls for participation and “archival autonomy”47
redefine provenance and ownership, and recontextualize the work of archives to seek
knowledge and understanding rather than just documentation and control., The goal of
such efforts is to better represent not just documents but the “actions, programmes,
and functions behind those processes…from the records to the acts of recording.”48 This
(re)definition of provenance and ownership in the participatory and post-custodial
paradigms thus describes a deeper engagement with records creators. In the postcustodial paradigm archivists, for example, do not simply claim responsibility for the
records of the human rights activist organization in their custody, but rather
(re)contextualize those records with other records from the same organization
elsewhere, with individual leaders of the organization still further afield, with other
organizations working toward the same or similar human rights goal, even with other
records created by the same community. Provenance becomes not “where did the
records in my institution come from?”, but rather “what is the universe of records that
my documents are a part of?” The context may be different for government intelligence
data than for activist organizing, but the importance of that context to knowledge
creation remains constant. This shifts the focus of archives description “from static
cataloguing to mapping dynamic relationships.”49 The post-custodial paradigm says
“most especially…that our traditional focus on caring for the physical things under our
institutional custody will be replaced (or at the very least) enhanced by a focus on the
context, purpose, intent, interrelationships, functionality, and accountability of the
record and especially its creator and its creation processes.”50
In a practical application of contextualized provenance to document the
immigrant experience, Joel Wurl challenged the definition of provenance from a source,
“referring to the individual, family, or organization which created or received the items
in a collection,”51 to encompass context in community or cultural representations,
particularly ethnicity, a socially constructed group identity. Wurl described the ethnicity
construct’s relational contexts as “dynamic and mutable over time,”52 much like the
records such a construct creates. This reconceived provenance prioritizes the records
creation as context over the record as document, and as Wurl acknowledged, “poses a
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fundamental challenge to traditional archival perspectives of custody and ownership”53
that confront traditional archives systems of jurisdiction and responsibility. It can
strengthen the archives’ connection and obligation to the record creator, and call the
archivist to shift from the role of custodian to one of steward. The post-custodial
paradigm implies a shift in the power structure of archives away from the record in
custody, to the process and context of the record’s creation—from the archive to the
creator.
Physical and legal custody of records in archives repositories have been central
to leveraged and negotiated power among creators, repositories, and users. But in a
post-custodial era, custody is no longer a mechanism for power negotiation and transfer
from the creator to the repository, or in the repository-user dynamic. That is why Wurl’s
concept of stewardship is so powerful in its implications for custody, and the custodial
ethos so significant to decontextualization of the documentary record in archives. If
archives repositories take on the role of stewards obligated to creators and the context
of records creation, physical custody and legal custody alike may become irrelevant. This
is not to say that archival repositories can’t become custodians of records, just that
whether archives are custodians or not, their jurisdictions and obligations remain the
same. And when custody becomes irrelevant, there is less materiality to the archival
paradigm. The result may be, as Cook foresaw, “archives without walls.”54

ARCHIVES IN THE BORDERLANDS
Verne Harris wrote that “the archive is politics.” 55 In political theory, the
custodial paradigm in archives can be considered to be particularist: clearly defined
institutional boundaries distinguish rights and responsibilities. In political discourse,
those boundaries are typically national borders.56 A citizen of the United States who is
arrested has a right to an attorney; a citizen of another country in their country may not.
And a citizen from another country who comes to the United States may not—at best
that right is disputed, at worst denied. If that person becomes a U.S. citizen, those rights
and responsibilities are conferred. The right to an attorney is particular to a citizen’s
belonging to a country. In the custodial archives paradigm, rights and responsibilities are
similarly conferred through the assumption of custody. Archives have the right to
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provide access to documents in their custody, and the responsibility to preserve those
documents, but have neither right nor responsibility for records not in their custody.
The post-custodial paradigm can liberate archives and archivists from the rigid
particularist constrictions and introspective preoccupations of unique custody, and may
open them to the recontextualized “larger historical and social landscape”57 surrounding
them. But for those records keepers who have identified with archives as discrete
spaces and documentary holdings, “post-custodial”—a definition by negation—may be
less than satisfying as an identity. What is an archive without walls, which is no longer
defined by its repository or even its collection? Such definitions will persist—archives
have institutional identities, missions and goals; they will continue to have collections. If
not the archive itself, at least someone will have custody of records, the creator or the
archive or some other party. But as Wurl described with the construct of ethnicity, those
boundaries in the post-custodial paradigm become “dynamic and mutable” and hard to
pin down.
In her groundbreaking theoretical work, Gloria Anzaldúa conceived of
borderlands as “a third space that is neither one land nor the other but a new space that
is a ‘both/and’ location.”58 Those in the borderlands navigate between two (or more)
discrete environments. They balance and rebalance roles, identities, and expectations.
Chiara Bambrilla described borderlands as “multi-dimensional sites of negotiation,
contestation and struggle, as well as human-made processes that are discursively
constructed.” 59 Navigating between particularist environments in a thoroughly
postmodern construct, the borderlands represents movement “‘within and between’
what were once sanctified as ‘homogenous’ communities.”60 Emmanuel Brunet-Jailly
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d#AN=9709114571&db=a9h.
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observed that such borders, “are not just hard territorial lines – they are institutions
that result from bordering policies – they are thus about people; and for most settled
territories they are predominantly about inclusion and exclusion, as they are woven into
varied cultural, economic and political fabrics. Bounded territories and borderlands are
the outcome of the continual interactions and intersections between the actions of
people (agency) within the constraints and limits placed by contextual and structural
factors (structure).”61
Archives have in fact long been positioned in borderlands, between creators,
scholars, record keepers, technologists, historians, activists, educators, museums, and
libraries. Post-custodial (re)conceptions of possession, legal obligations, stewardship,
and context demand and enable archives and archivists to embrace their dynamic and
mutable identities. Archival theories, principles, and practices in the postmodern age
have slowly been leaving behind the particularist, positivist paradigms. The records
continuum replaces the document life cycle, records in context redefines provenance,
and macroappraisal prioritizes creation over content. Chief among these, the postcustodial paradigm disaggregates archives from the strictures of custody and enables
archivists and archival repositories to look beyond institutional boundaries to engage in
new ways with records, creators, subjects and users.
The stringent ethical demands and practical necessities encountered by the
University of Texas Libraries’ Human Rights Documentation Initiative placed it in the
borderlands between activism and scholarship, between industry standards and
marginalized communities, with the perspective of a manuscript repository and the
challenges of an international non-governmental organization. UTL could have set
policies based on the traditional archives paradigm insistent on clearly defined and
documented custody of human rights documentation, but that would have either
limited the records that it could have access to and provide access to, or posed ethical
dilemmas of power inequality and dominant ideologies. Through a participatory
implementation of the post-custodial paradigm, UTL moved to embrace a “both/and”
location in that borderlands. UTL was able to (re)locate its work into the less defined but
more dynamic borderlands within and between archives, creators, subjects, and users,
and to (re)define praxis by recognizing genuine agency in marginalized and
disempowered communities of documenters and documented.

61

Emmanuel Brunet-Jailly, “Special Section: Borders, Borderlands and Theory: An Introduction,”
Geopolitics, 16 (2011), 3.
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